TO: ☒ Teams  ☒ Manufacturers

CATEGORY: ☒ Hypercar  ☒ LMP  ☒ LMGTE Am

DECISION N°: WEC_2023_D0021_All_Clarification_6.5.1_SEBR

DATE: 02/02/2023 FROM: The WEC Committee
SUBJECT: Clarification of Article 6.5.1 for SEBRING Competition

APPLICABLE REGULATION

Article 6.5.1 ☒ 2023 FIA World Endurance Championship Sporting Regulations

DECISION

Due to the circuit specificities of the 1000 Miles of Sebring competition, the WEC Committee would like to exceptionally adapt Article 6.5.1 of the FIA WEC Sporting Regulations as followed:

For the 1000 Miles of Sebring competition, from the competitors’ tents to access the pit lane, and from the pit lane to access the competitors’ tents, it will be allowed to have the tyres fitted on the car.

PERIOD OF VALIDITY/APPLICATION OF THE DECISION

This decision comes into effect:

☒ with immediate application
☐ from:

And is applicable:
☐ until further notice
☒ for the mentioned event(s) only

Any decision taken by the WEC Committee is not subject to appeal.
http://fiawec.alkamelsystems.com/committe.php